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Welcome to Jolly Dragon 
 
You’ve made the choice of becoming a JD either by doing your internship within Jolly Dragon or having a project / 
thesis subject from us. Here is some basic information to help you on your way. Although you should bear in 
mind that these instructions and pieces of information found here are not the whole story, so feel free to ask 
questions, improve and make recommendations to anything and everything. 
 
Hope you enjoy your project with JD and don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 
 
Mari Alila 
Student Embassy 
mari (at) jollydragon.net 
+35840 410 1136 

What is Jolly Dragon 
Jolly Dragon has been the pioneer in producing entertainment and fun for individuals and companies since 2004. 
We are a Helsinki-based group which arranges a huge variety of sports and social events for anyone who's keen 
to come along. A sample of activities includes wine & cheese nights, karting, yoga, squash, swimming, ten-pin 
bowling, salsa nights etc. Apart from that, many of the activities are free and benefits include discounted entry 
and drinks in various bars and clubs. To enable these, Jolly Dragon is run through a company Unfair Advantage 
Ltd Oy. 
 
The community was started to introduce and integrate internationals into the Finnish society by creating friendly 
events for everyone. Building social networks around easy-going events is still our core business, but it’s growing 
and expanding all the time. Cooperation with the Uudenmaan Liitto introduced Jolly Dragon to the city once again 
and brought the knowledge of JD events and goals to the right people at the administration levels.  
 
As a crowing need of social network for internationals and internationally minded people in Helsinki rises, Jolly 
Dragon has taken its place among the society by creating an infrastructure for social networks. With more then  
7 000 contacts, Jolly Dragon has become one of the largest social communities in Helsinki.  

What does JD do? 
As started, Jolly Dragon is involved and helps the internationals to build social networks in Helsinki by creating 
events. Our weekly events include Language Exchange, where people can learn and teach different languages 
without a teacher and actually use the language they are interested in.  
 
Wednesday and Saturday are common networking events, Wednesday’s Weekly Welcome has been around for 
7 years now, always on Wednesdays and we’ve not missed one yet! Weekly Welcome grew a sister for Saturday 
– Weekend Welcome, which is based on Irish Night – pre party for going out. At the moment Saturday’s are filled 
with a social game to get people interacting by themselves and building their social networks by creating social 
status. Saturday and Sunday are also time for sport. Saturday’s Badminton and Sunday’s Floorball events bring 
good balance to the week.  
 
In addition to the events mentioned above, Jolly Dragon finds always different activities and projects to be part of. 
Tourists, Senior Citizen, Refugees and many more communities are on the mind always and worked towards to 
build a social community of Helsinki. 
 
Student Embassy at Jolly Dragon has been launched to engage internationally minded students into the work life. 
We offer internships, project works for courses, thesis topics and work life orientation surrounding ambitious 
lifestyle and social communities. Projects and subjects vary according to demand and the subject. 

In 2008 our programs won an award from Helsingin Sanomat for being best service to the city. Service: helping 
international and local Finnish people to get to get to understand one another culturally by enabling them to play 
social & sporting games together. 
 
Even though the official language of Jolly Dragon is English, interns and projects can also be done in Finnish. 
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